PREFACE
2018-2019 Pocket Part

Kentucky Practice, Volume 18, Kentucky Workers’ Compensation with Forms serves as a guide to workers’ compensation law and practice in Kentucky from hearing through appeals.

The annual update is intended to provide the current information on the state of the law of Workers’ Compensation in Kentucky. The material in this pocket part is current through the date noted below. Highlights in this 2018-2019 pocket part include:

- Updated citations on medical review panels—§ 1:5
- New section on exemption for activities of certain religious organizations—§ 3:11
- New citation on special funds—§ 6:7
- New material and case citation on subrogation—§ 7:9
- New material, case citation, statute citation, and constitutionality issue on Reduction of benefits based upon age—§ 16:9
- New material, case citation and statute citation on income benefits for death—§ 17:6
- New citation on limitation on reopen of award—§ 20:5
- New case citation on appeal to Workers’ Compensation Board—§ 21:6
- New material on review by the Kentucky Supreme Court—§ 22:4
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